
Vn.—PHILOSOPHICAL PERIODICALS.

PHILOSOPHICAL E r m w . VoL ix. No. 5. J . D«w*y. ' Some Stages
of Logical Thought.' ["Thought is to be interpreted as a doubt-
inquiry function, conducted for the purpose of arriving at that
mental equilibrium known as assurance or knowledge." It has four
historical stages, (a) The period of fixed ideas : ideas, expressing estab-
lished social attitudes or customs, are taken as unquestionable, and
applied to oases which are equally fixed. Cf. the rules of primitive
communities, (6) The period of discussion : ideas are agitated, brought
together, then- rigidity broken up. Cf. the Sophists, (c) The period of
reasoning or proof. Interest centres in standards of decision (Socrates)
and in the technique of their use (Aristotle). Inquiry is bounded on tho
one side by fixed, ultimate truths, and on the other by the generally
suspicious region of' matter of fact'. (cf) Tbe period of inference: of
inductive .and empirical science. " It is inquiry emancipated, uni-
versalised, whose sole aim and criterion is discovery." Need of reform in
logical statement, whether empirical or transcendental.] M. W. rl-lfc*—
' Psychology as Science of Selves.' [There are two psychologies:
' atomistic psychology, treating of the contents of consciousness as
such; and 'self' psychology, treating of conscious selves, first, as they
refer to things and feelings or to other selves, and, secondly, as they
refer to different kinds of self, myself or my fellow, in different relations.
This second psychology is Munsterberg's 'history'. Illustrations of
possibility of double treatment (perception, emotion, will, faith). Classi-
fication of topics handled by a science of selves. This is the simplest
introduction, whether to ethics, social science, or philosopiiy; though,
as a psychology, it is distinot from alL] A. C Darim. ' The Concept
of Change.' [(a) Logical. " In a logical treatment of the concept of
change, we are not limited to a criticism of scientific processes and
conclusions ; we most advance to a consideration of the principle con-
tained in, and on which reposes, the logical use of the understanding.
. . . The principle of sufficient reason . . . determines the conditions
on which, from a logical point of view, change is possible." (6) Psy-
chological. " Both oontent and form are oonjoint factors in every mental
experience, due to the fact that activity, working in and through both,
manifests itself as a law of development, a principle of becoming ". (0)
Metaphysical. " The concept of change, as an epistemological postulate,
has for its correlate in metaphysics a principle which seeks to embody
the characteristics of the changes real being is known to undergo.'*]
Reviews of Books. Summaries of Articles. Notices of New Books.
Notes.

PSYCHOLOGICAL BBVTBW. VOL vii No. 6. ' Studies from the
Psychological Laboratory of the University of California.'—L O. BL
tratton. ' A New Determination of the Minimum Visible and Its
Bearing on Localisation and Binocular Depth.' [A lateral difference of
place of about 7 sec of arc can be directly perceived. Stereoscopic
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PHILOSOPHICAL PERIODICALS. 281

depth need not, therefore, be a ' •ubconsciouB.' result of the spatial con-
flict of the two images. Theory of retinal localisation in terms of diffused
intensity of stimulation over adjacent retinal elements.] X. Danlap.
'The Effect of Imperceptible Shadows on the Judgment of Distance.'
—IL [Seeks to determine whether the bisection of a horizontal line is in-
fluenced by casting on the line imperceptible shadows of the angles of
the Mailer-Lyer illusion. Two methods and three modes of evaluation
bring oat an affirmative answer. This experiment therefore falls into
line (a thing which the author does not mention) with certain well-known
experiments upon fusion and attention.] B. Dodf*. ' Visual Perception
during Eye Movement' [Sources of error; clear perception of a com-
plex field of vision daring eye movement is impossible; the hypothesis
of anaesthesia during eye movement is untenable; experiments with
simple and complex fields, exposed only during eye movement Simple
fields are not seen, or seen as influenced by their background, according
to circumstances. " A complex field of vision perceived daring eye
movement is seen fused:" The general failure to see during movement
is both centrally and peripherally conditioned ; elimination of fatigue and
prevention of error are teleologies! factors.] B. Tbomdik*. 'Mental
Fatigue.'—i. [Arithmetical problems solved before and after work. Krae-
pelin has urged that we may be mentally fatigued without feeling fatigued.
" What I wish to emphasise is that we can feel mentally fatigued without
being so " ; emotional repugnance to work is taken as indicative of mental
fatigue.] J . A. Bergatrom. ' A Type of Pendulum Chronoscope and
Attention Apparatus.' Discussion and Reports. A. K. Flaro*. ' Pro-
fessor Judds Illusion of the Deflected Threads.1 [Cf. the Review for
May, 1898. Nothing more; than the ordinary laws of tndimensional
vision is in operation. Vision is not adjusting itself to novel conditions
supplied by the experiment] & F. Buotaaer. ' Volition as a Scientific
Datum.' [" Volition, as analysed, presents marks which entitle it to be
placed among ' primitive ' processes in consciousness.... It never stands
alone, but is in constant relation from the beginning with all contents
and all other functions of consciousness." The paper presents nothing
new.] J . MoK. fatttiii ' Vision with the Moving Eye. Psychological
Literature. New Books. Notes.

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ETHICS. VOL xi, No L CHIbort Murray.
1 National Ideals: conscious and unconscious.' [A very brilliant and
caustic article, the exact aim of which is uncertain. Men's unconscious
ideals, not their conscious, are the real forces that govern them. The
working of the former is illustrated by personal selfishness and English
political history; of the Utter, by zeal for reform and philanthropy.]
B, B. Oartar. ' Medical Ethics. [On the duties of medical practi-
tioners towards the public and towards colleagues, with an account of
the disciplinary machinery existing in England to enforce them, and an
estimate of the present influences acting upon professional morality.]
I. W. Mortem. ' Is Commercial Integrity Increasing ?' [The writer
answers in the affirmative from his experience as a business man in S t
Louis, the main oaute being improved organisation and intelligence.]
A. W. Bran. ' The Relation of Ethics to Evolution.' [The relation is
entirely negative. Whether we take a pessimistic or an optimistic view
of the issue of evolution, the moral standard is not affected; nor does
evolution influence our conception of the means of realising the moral
standard.] B i n , ^Htrh^t 'Truth Seeking in Matters of Religion.'
[We ought not to shrink from a candid examination of religious formulas,
because those formulas have no value for action unless they satisfy
reason.] M. Adams. 'The Ethics of Tolstoy and Nietzsche.' [Both
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282 PHILOSOPHICAL PRBIODICAIiS.

start from the individualistic pessimism and anti-rationalism of Schopen-
hauer. Tolstoy works oat Schopenhauer's principles into boundless
self-repression and self-sacrifice; Nietzsche into boundless self-assertion
And expansion.] Book reviews.

L'Amria PSTCHOLOOIQUB (Sixieme annee), 1900. A. Ha«t. ' Re-
cherche* sur la consommation du Pain, dans ses rapports avec le Travail
mtellectoeL' [An article of seventy-three pages, leading to the conclusion
that very probably the intellectual labour involved in preparation for ex-
amination leads to a diminished consumption of bread. Not important
perhaps to the psychologist, but possibly valuable as a practical bint for the
schoolmaster.] Sd-daparM*. 'Revue generate surl'Agnosie.' [A use-
ful historical and critical review of the work of Finkelnburg, Mnnk, Wer-
nicke, Bergson, Preund and others, on the subject of mental blindness,
asymbolia, or agnosia; discusses its physical and psychical conditions,
and points out its relations to apnuria, aphasia, etc. Kinsenthetic sensa-
tions perhaps play a more important part in the work of recognition of
objects than is generally believed ; the use of language may mask to
some extent detects in direct perceptual association. The paper is
followed by a full bibliography.] J. I+Tfuler 4m H—e>l«. ' Les
Methodea ae l'Esth&ique Expe'rimentale.' [A historical and critical
review of the experimental methods of Fechner, Witmer, Cohn, Major
and Pierce ; although insisting on the importance of the experimental
methods pursued by these psychologists the writer admits that labora-
tory researches cover only a small part of the whole field of experi-
mental esthetics.] . Th. Kmoa. 'Recherches anthropometriques sur
223 Oaroons anormaux.' [In a long article, full of figures, we have the
results of a series of measurements of idiotic and imbecile lads, tending
to show that a well-developed body and a well-developed mind are
usually found together, a conclusion which the writer considers in
opposition to certain statements of Galton, Venn and West. The
measurements taken were those of height, breadth of shoulders, cir-
cumference of chest and of head, weight and span of arms.} A. BbMt.
' Attention et Adaptation.' [Record of a long series of experiments made
on eleven pupils at a primary school in Paris with a view to finding what
differences in voluntary attention existed between pupils who on the "hole
were intelligent, and pupils who on the whole were unintelligent. Atten-
tion, however, is here taken in the sense of power of adaptation to a new
mental state, rather than in the sense most familiar to psychologists. The
chief method of measuring adopted was that of counting the number of
errors committed. The principal points on which experiments were con-
ducted were the degree of tactile sensibility on the back of the left hand ;
reaction time ; the counting of a number of nuall points (visual); the
perception of changes in the rapidity of the beats of a special machine
somewhat resembling a metronome ; the counting of a series of rhyth-
mical sounds; the copying a series of numbers, a sentence, a series of
nonsense words and small ornamental designs ; memory nurinn (series
of letters and of numbers); rapidity of perception of words and of designs
\ery~ rapidly exposed ; correction of proofs, by striking out certain
letters; simultaneous additions of a unit to three sets of figures. The
experiments were many in number, and seem to have been conducted
with considerable care and ingenuity. Dr. Binet considers that he has
shown that between the groups of intelligent and nnintelligent there
was a clear difference, and that the difference was most marked in the
first experiment of each series, and that it rapidly tended to disappear in
successive experiments of the same kind. . Mental adaptation does not
follow the same rule in the two groups; the intelligent adapt themselves
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more quickly, bat aa the effect* of exercise aocumnlatfi the differences
between the two groups tend to disappear.] A. BbMi. ' Recherches
«ur la •ambiHte' tactile pendant l'etat de distraction.' [Method of dis-
traction employed: that of m»Mng the subject count aloud, continuous
addition of seven. Three subjects were experimented with. The results
tend to thow that the susceptibility to distraction in different persons
varies a good deal; that the state of distraction shows itself by Bouie
degree of verbal automatism consisting in generalising the answers which
are in the majority when the attention is properly fixed. Thus in dis-
criminating contact* (Weber's experiment) if the answer " two points "
is more common owing to the course of the experiments there is a tendenoy
to repeat this answer rather than to say " one point," even where only one
point is actually given in sensation.] —••"»•• ' Experiences de Sugges-
tion sur des DcbiW' [On the whole mentally weak children appear to
be rather legs suggestible than normal children.] Marmff*. 'Forma-
tion des Voyelles.' [If the cavity of the mouth alone is employed we
have only the whispered vowel; if the larynx alone only the sung vowel ;
if the two together the spoken vowel.] These original papers, which
appear of less direct interest to the psychologist than some which have
appeared in former years in this excellent year-book, occupy nearly 600
pages. They are abundantly illustrated by diagrams. The rest of the
volume is occupied by short notices of books and articles, and by a biblio-
graphical table consisting of nearly 2,600 entries of works and articles pub-
lished daring 1898 and 1899. In this list, the preparation of which must
have been a work of considerable labour, we notice a few unimportant
misprints; for instance. Dr. T. B. Hyslop, of Bethlein Hospital, appears
in the text (though not in the index) as Hysdop ; and there appears
to be some confusion between two American bearers of the surname
of Hyslop.

ZBITtlCHBIfT FOB PSYCHOLOOIK UND P B T S I O L O O U DBS SlNXBttOBOAS'B.
Bd. xiiv., Heft 1 und 2. F. •*»!>——— ' Beitrage lur Analyse der
Geviohtswahrnehmungen.—IL Zur SchaUung raumlicher Qrossen.'
I (I) Introspection often gives no evidence, in the process of comparison,
of anything more than the perceptions and the spoken judgment. We
must, therefore, either systematise our experiments, until the introspec-
tive report becomes fuller, or vary our method, with the hope of bring-
ing indirect aid to introspection. The former plan is here attempted
with certain optical illusions. Proofs that the estimation of lines,
distances, etc, depends not only upon the figures themselves, but also
upon the surrounding spaces. (2) The two modes of comparison:
simultaneous and successive. Explication of factors in simultaneous
comparison : involuntary grouping, the prominence (Hervortreten) of
lines or interspaces, iutimaoy of connexion of certain parts, etc. Special
dixcussion of the overestimation of the height of a square. The self-
inaistence of the part-contents 'extent' as a direct criterion.] A.
XKaoBf. • AbHtrahiren und Vergleichen.' [Directed primarily
against Cornelius. (1) The two views 'comparison' and "abstraction .
(2; The appeal to experience : every instance taken makes against
comparison and for abstraction. '3) The \alne of comparison as an
hypothesis. The two fundamental questions: (a) given that a is like
two objects, in and u; how dues the case in which a resembles them in
different respocts differ from the caae in which it resembles them in the
mine respect'.' and (b) given two objects only, which may be alike uot
merely m one and the same respect but in different respects, but which
may also be alike in one respect and different in another; how do the
two cases differ? The comparison hypothesis has recourse to two
subsidiary hypotheses: that of the similarity series, and that of the
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284 PHILOSOPHICAL PEBIODICALS.

qualitative individuality of the different similarities. Neither saves it.
(4) The comparison hypothesis is untenable a priori: it makes simple
objects like and unlike m different respects, while the objects attain the
denniteness which is at first lacking to them only by way of comparison.
As extended to objects of a 'higher order,' the fundamental notion of
similarity itself becomes unworkable and self-contradictory. (5) Results.
The problem of the abstraction theory is the possibility of abstraction in
simple cases. Solution, in terms of the distinction of object and contents
of an idea.] K. Bsllbroaaar. ' Weiterer Beitrag zur Kenntniss der
Beziehungen zwiachen Aphaeie and Qeisteskrankheit.' [Present status
of a case described by Wernicke in 1890. Apparent dementia, showing
on closer scrutiny a number of constant and oircuniscribed defects.
Remarks on association, inference, capacity of attention.] H. OoraaUna.
' Zur Theorie der Abstraction.' [Restatement of the author's theory
of abstraction, with special reference to Lapps' objections in voL n i l
(1) The problem of the dUHnctio rationit m the sphere of sense per-
ception. (2) The origin erf the concepts of attribute or property.
Illustration from tones: reply to Lapps. (3) The difference between
primary knowledge (the author's ' subjective existential judgment' of
earlier publications) and judgment The primary knowledge of difference
and of likeness: the latter gives the explanation of the origin of the
concepts of attribute. The distinction of Yorgefundensein and Beach ten.]
Oh & Mn»n«r. ' Ueber die Vergleichung genobener Gewichte.' [Reply
to CattelL] Besprechung. [8. Witasek on L. J. Martin and G. E.
MUller, Zur Analyse der Unterschiedseinpfindlichkeit : experimentelle
BeitrHge.1 Ldteraturbericht. Bd. xxiv., Heft 3 und 4. K. Storoh.
' Haben die niederen Thiere ein Bewusstsein ? ' [Critique of Edinger.
Plea for a thorough-going parallelism : the doctrine that movement is
the objective side of consciousness, consciousness the subjective side
of movement ; that the two causal series never interpenetrate ; that
' matter' is accordingly possessed of' memory.'] T. »i-*»-i»«™- ' Ueber
Verallgemeinerung der Gefuhlo.' [There are two possibilities. (1) The
feelings share in the generalisation-process to which the ideas wherewith
they are associatively connected are subject. This case is realised in the
word-feelings. Generalised word-feehngs show a greatly reduced inten-
sity, and more or less indeternnnatenets of quality. These characters'
are refemble neither to the degree of intensity nor to the grade of clear-
ness of the generalised idea, but rather to the teleological connexion
between the feelings and the psychophysical oi^anism. (2) Separate
feelings fuse to give feelings of more general nature, Wundt's 'total
feelings'. This case is realised in the ' common feeling' of bodily health,
etc. Such a feeling e\incee defective localisation, >|iialitative indeter-
minateness, and an average dependence of intensity upon the maximal
intensity of the component feelings. (3) Instances of the fusion of
feelings (Ribot). Intellectual (Sprachgefdhl), aesthetic, ethical, religious
feelings.] W. TOO Zabender. ' Die Form des Himmelsgewttlbes und das
Grosser-erscheinen der Gestirue am Horizont. AusfUhrhche Begrundung
meines kurzen Nachtrages zu meiner Arbeit liber " Geometrisch-optische
Tnuschung ".' [(1) Pre\ ious work : R. Smith, Drobisch, Kamtz, Reunann.

(2) The influence of the cloud sheet on estimation. (3) Reimann's esti-
mates. New experiments b\ von Sicherer give a higher value, about
40°. (4; Kastner's anal \ sis takes Smith's data for granted ; it furnishes
no new evidence. (6) Desaguilier's experiments in proof of the position
that an object of constant magnitude and distance varies in apparent size
with our idea of its nearness ; Zoth's questionary concerning the illusions
of size and distance of the moon. (6) Experiments, especially those of
Zoth and Stroobanl on the moon illusion. (7) The writers views.
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Importance of Volkmann's observation that apparent verticals oonverge
above. Advantages of the idea that cosmic space is spherical. Appen-
dix : Treiber's tract, De flgura et colon coeli apparente.] M. Xjobalan.
' Ueber binaurales Horen und aufl&llige Schallocalisation : einige Bemer-
kongen.' [Experiments based upon a chance discovery of false localisa-
tion : a left-hand sound is localised to the right. Apparatus, method,
the breadth and position of the zone of transference. Hints towards
explanation : physiological causes are probable.] Idteraturbericht.

PHLLOSOPHIBCHB STUDIBN. Bd. xvi, Heft 2. W. Amant. ' Ueber das
Yerhaltniss der ebenmerklichen zn den iibennerklichen Untertcbieden
bei Lichtund Scbalhntensitaten.' [(1) Two methods of approach: com-
parison of the j. n. differences ascertained for a given stimulus-series
with larger differences in the same series (direct procedure), and com-
parison of the uniformities of relation obtained by minimal changes on
the one hand and by mean gradations on the other (indirect procedure).
(2) Merkel found the relative S. D. constant within limits in minimaJ
changes, but got with mean gradations a value lying between the
arithmetical and geometrical means; Angell found the geometrical
mean. The reason for the discrepancy is the small range of stimulus-
relations employed by Angell. (8) With light stimuli and the direct
procedure there is found a divergence between the results of difference
determination and difference comparison; with sound stimuli there is
a divergence in both procedures. (4) This divergence depends upon
the magnitude and position of the compared differences, (fi) Hence
the difference limen is a magnitude that increase* with the stimuli;

• Fechner's belief that it affords the measurement-unit in sensation
measurement must be given up. (6) The divergence referred to cannot
be ascribed to the time-error, etc., in mean gradations. (7) In this
method, R m approximates to the strongest stimulus much more closely
in the ascending than in the descending '.procedure. (8) No contrast
influence could be made out with certainty in the sound experiments.]
IS. K. Smith. ' Rhythmus und Arbeit'—n. [(4) Detailed account of
eight memory series, with letters and nonsense syllables. Introspective
answers to questions on the importance of rhythm as facilitating the
learning of nonsense syllables; on the influence of rhythm upon feeling
and attention ; on the appeal of rhythm to ear or eye; on the part played
by it in reproduction; on the origin of the tendency to group-formation ;
on the characteristics of a ' difficult' series; on the part played in
memorising by associations of auditory impression, of contents, and of
spatial position; and on the influence of the moving kymograph upon
learning. (5) Experiments upon purely visual learning; conventional
figures substituted for syllables and letters. (6) Conclusions. There is
a constraint to the motor rhythmisation of continued movements, just
as there is to the subjective accentuation of uniform sound series.
Natural versus imposed rhythms Rhythm is " an emotion, whose motor
(and therefore in part whose vasomotor) expressions and discharges
cannot run an entirely free course, as is the case m the ordinary
emotions, but are regulated temporally and intensively in accordance
with a determinate schema ". The application of rhythm to the regula-
tion of movements, the result of which we term 'work,' is of purely
mental origin. (7) Two extra-series, the one ergographic, the other
with lifted weights. Details are to be published later?) Bd. xvL, Heft 3.
F. Krutgtr. ' Beobachtungen uber Zweiklange.'—i. [First part of a
very careful inquiry into the characteristics of two-tone connexions.
All the phenomena resulting from the sounding together of two tuning-
fork tones are to be observed and described, with tho view (o) of gaining
a factual basis for a theory of consonance and dissonance, and (6) of
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securing material that shall be valuable for a general theory of audition.
Method and apparatus. Observations in the once, twice and thrice
accented octave (in the first two, with all intervals differing by four vs.
and multiples of four vs.; in the last, with intervals differing by eight vs.)
upon (1) the intermediate tone and the primary tones in narrow
intervals; (S) four or five different kinds of difference tone; (3)
suinination tones; (4) nine to eleven kinds of beats; (5) affective im-
pression. There follow (6) general remarks upon the duration and
temporal succession of the combination tones.] J. HTHITT 'TachU-
toskopiache Untersuchungen liber das Lesen.' [(1) New tachUtoscope,
on the basis of Cattell's fall-chronometer; constants of the apparatus.
($). Beading may be either apperceptive, mainly determined by the
directly seen word-elements ; or assimilative, doe to an apperception
based npon assimilations in which the secondarily reproduced elements
preponderate. (8) Method: reasons for choice of exposure time, of
sixe of letters, etc. (4) The determinants of attention, and the fluctua-
tion of the fixation-point of attention within the range of attention. (ft)
"Simultaneity of apprehension resolves itself, in tachistoscopy, into a
succession, the separate links of which follow so quickly the one upon
the other that for the observer they fuse at once into a single whole."
(6) The roaming of attention is, therefore, always present objectively,
though it becomes subjectively noticeable only with a long exposure time
and in the case of long words (fifteen letters and over). (7) The range
of attention is four to seven nonsense letters without vowels; five to eight
nonsense letters with vowels; six to ten letters arranged in nonsense
syllables; fifteen to twenty-fhe letters arranged in words; twenty to
thirty letters (four to five snort words) in words arranged as sentences.
(8) Experiments and detailed results. (9) Number and time of expositions:
a single exposition is preferable to Cattell's method of repetition. (10)
Critique of Cattell's experiments. (11) Critique of theories of reading by
word-length and word-form (Erdmann aud Dodge, Pillsbury), and by
determining letters (Goldscheider and Mtiller). Theory of the 'dominant
complex'. (12) Instances of assimilation by oimilarity (Lichtenberg,
Pillsbury, Erdinann and Dodge). (18) Experiments on assimilation,
after Pillsburv's model. (14) Experiments with suggestion. (16) Ex-
periments with omission of letters. C16) Inversions and permutations.]

PBILOSOPHISCHKH JAHRBCCB. Bd. xiii. Heft 3. K. Rolfe*. ' Neue
Untereuchen ttber die platonischen Ideen.' [This is the first of a series
of articles in which the writer intends thoroughly to sift the question
whether Plato fell into the crude error of attributing a separate existence
to his ' Ideas,' or whether, as Augustine thinks, he understood by them
the eternal laws of things m the Divine Mind.] J. **»—wt ' Zur Frage
iiber den Begriff des Sctionen.' [The writer reviews favourably a work
by Father Gietmann. The Beautiful is that alone which gives intellectual
find sensible delight Beauty is in itself the splendour of truth or per-
fection ; for us artistic beauty is that splendour sensiblv manifested.]
J. Ctoy>er. ' Die erkenntniRstheoretische Gnmdlage d Wissens bei
Cartesius.' [The uttack on Descartes is followed up. His argument to
prove God's existence is criticised; his principle on which he proves it
shown to be a petitio principii, which, if admitted, would make thingB
true, because we know them to be true, not conversely, and ends in
a circultu vitioxus.] J. Baa«r. ' Die actuell nnendhche Zahl in der
Philosophic und in der Natur.' [This paper is preliminary ;" it points out
the different opinions on the existence of an infinite number, the dis-
tinctions in the senses of infinity, and also of pouiliililji.] W. Engal-
kempor. ' Die Lehre Saadia Gaon's uber die Aiifhrbuntj ties Getetiei.'
[An important chapter of Saadia Gaou's work m Arabic, translated.
The translation comes to an end in this paper.]
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